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Hitesh Express Cargo Movers, a proprietor firm established in 2015 by Mr. Mangeram Suratsingh Bugalia, 
is a leading player in the transportation industry with a focus on providing exceptional services 

throughout 

India. The company's main registered office in Pune and branch offices in various strategic locations like 

Nashik, Faridabad, Bhopal, Nagpur, Bhubaneshwar, Chennai, Hyderabad, Vadodara, Kolkata, and 

Ludhiana enable them to efficiently cater to clients across the country. Specializing in ODC and FTL 
transportation and logistics services, Hitesh Express Cargo Movers has amassed over two decades of 

valuable experience in the field. 

Hitesh Express Cargo Movers takes pride in its extensive fleet of vehicles, comprising 10 owned vehicles 

and 250 attached vehicles. To ensure seamless services, the company has forged strong partnerships with 

vehicle suppliers in the market. This enables them to deliver reliable transportation solutions that 

guarantee timely deliveries and meet the supply chain requirements of their esteemed clients. 

Beyond logistics services, Hitesh Express Cargo Movers is a trusted supplier of a wide range of 
transportation options, including Open Trucks, Trailers, ODC Trailers, Closed Trucks, Containers, and other 

specialized vehicles. The company's highly trained and efficient workforce embraces the challenges of 
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day-to-day logistics with expertise, prioritizing the importance of clients' supply chain needs. As a result, 
production processes are never hampered due to delays in supply management. 

COMPANY VISION 
Our vision is to become a fully integrated transportation company that prioritizes meeting the logistics 

needs of our customers. We are committed to delivering the best possible services, ensuring utmost 

satisfaction for our valued clientele. 

COMPANY MISSION 
Our mission at Hitesh Express Cargo Movers is to address the transportation challenges faced by our 

customers and provide them with seamless solutions. We strive to maintain our position as the market 

leader in the transportation industry, known for our reliability and efficiency. Building a strong reputation 

as a reputable company is one of our core objectives. We are committed to continuously enriching our 

experience in the transportation field, ensuring we stay ahead of the curve in providing innovative 

services. As we progress, we also aspire to become a trusted and respected public company, serving the 

needs of a broader audience while upholding our values and commitment to excellence. 
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QUALITY AS SURANCE 
At the heart of our company lies operational excellence, serving as the cornerstone for our integrated 

transportation and logistics solutions dedicated to our esteemed customers. Our team of skilled 

professionals diligently monitors and enhances operational performance through continuous 

improvements. We place significant emphasis on the advancement of cutting-edge transportation and 

logistics technology, coupled with comprehensive global training for our personnel. Our strong 

competitiveness stems from a proven track record of delivering high-quality operations consistently. 

INFRASTRUCTURE 
Our infrastructure comprises a well-equipped head office in Pune, along with associate offices spread 

across the nation. These offices are furnished with state-of-the-art gadgets, enabling us to efficiently 

handle all aspects of relocation and cargo transportation for our customers. Our experienced team is adept 

at swiftly assessing critical situations, identifying transportation alternatives, and implementing delivery 

solutions that align with both time and cost requirements.Adhering to stringent safety standards and 

superior quality control measures, we take great pride in our professionalism and the swift execution of 
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OUR COMMITMENT 

In addition to the comprehensive services we offer, we take great pride in providing our clients with an 

unwavering promise and trust. Our promise is to stand by you, regardless of the circumstances, ensuring 

unwavering support throughout our partnership. Moreover, we trust our clients by committing to perform 

all tasks with the utmost loyalty and care. If your business proposal is accepted, we possess the capacity 

and willingness to invest in new branches and offering tailored services dedicated solely to meeting your 

specific requirements. Our goal is to ensure the utmost satisfaction in the services your organization 

desires. We eagerly anticipate the opportunity to do business with you and assure you that we will 

deliver the best services we have to offer. 

 

RrmwhOffice(Pune, 
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ACTIVITIES (SCOPE OF WORK) 

Vehicles Available 

 14ft(03 tons) trucks 

 19ft (07 to 09 tons) trucks 

 16MT/18MT/21 MT/25MT/27MT/30MT/35MT Vehicles For Bulk Load 

 20Ft/22Ft/24Ft/28Ft/32Ft Containerised Vehicles 

 20Ft/22Ft/24Ft/28Ft/32Ft open Platform Trucks 










